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A BSTRACT
Volume rendering usually provides either a perspective or a parallel view to look at volume data. However, it is hard for users to
observe the region-of-interest (ROI) because it is obscured. It is
also difficult to highlight ROI with color transfer function. This
paper presents a technique to unfold volume data based on curved
cross section. The proposed method allows users to define the ROI
in volume data and project it onto a 2D image plane. We achieve
real-time interactive unfolding with GPU accelerated technique. In
this paper, a case study of time-varying hurricane simulation volume data is conducted to produce panoramic radiography images
for easy observation of ROI.
1

I NTRODUCTION

Volume Rendering had extensively applied on visualization of volume data. Its transfer function makes a histogram from voxels of
volume data, providing user to select a range of value. Once the
values being chose we can render volume data through shading and
composite pipeline, then they can see different layer of information
accordingly. Standing out region of interest is still a problem for
volume rendering because of the huge of volume data. Skillfully
Presenting the most important information among volume data not
only solves the problem but also helps user focus on it. With the
diversity of volume data, polymorphic transfer functions had been
developed to give users more ways to select the region of interest.
In focus-plus-context related technology, e.g.: fish-eye, the interesting part is enlarged and other surrounding part is slightly retained.
The main goal of focusing is to strengthen the human cognitive
senses for the relation of original data. Transfer function give users
a feature distribution list to choose, but it require users properly
configure to present their desired area. Comparing with the transfer function, it changes viewing volume to display important and
unimportant area in Focus plus context techniques.
2

U NFOLDING

VOLUME DATA

Unfolding volume data provides a means to explore and analyze
volume data structure by mapping 3D volume data into a 2D plane.
For example, panoramic radiography essentially shows a 2D view
of the tooth structure. Given a w × h of the plane. Let D0(x,y) as
the pixel value where x ∈ [0, w] and y ∈ [0, h]. Assume a dimensions (width, height, depth) volume data, we build a B-spline and
its length is w. If sampling along the z-axis, we can find a pixel D
in B-spline cross corresponded a pixel D0 on the w × h flat plane
which is unfolding plane by eq. 1.
D0 (x, y) = D(x, y, q)

(1)

where q ∈ [0, depth], h = depth, w = len(B − spline). In this
study, we used ray casting to unfold hurricane simulation volume
data by specifying B-spline cross-section. We used both weighted
and first-hit composition. In addition, we improved the unfolding
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Figure 1: Volume rendering of a hurricane simulation from NCAR.

performance using GPU accelerated technique to achieve real-time
interactive rendering speed.

Figure 2: Hurricane eye wall tracking and extraction.

The region of interest is not same in different steps due to varying property. It is a time-consuming task to specify and to readjust
the sampling B-spline. Therefore, we used feature tracking technology to ease the process of defining the region of interest so that
the features appeared in consequent time steps can be detected. The
users are allowed to unfold time-varying volume data by specifying
a feature that appears in sequential time steps. The hurricane simulation data is from the IEEE visualization 2004 Contest provided
by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) [1]. The
simulation data is hurricane Isabel occurred in 2003 with 13 variables such as rainfall, pressure, wind speed, cloud cover, etc. with
a resolution of 500 × 500 × 100, containing 48 time steps (1 hour
per step). Figure 1 shows the volume rendering of CLOUD renderings. We use following steps to assist user update the curved cross
section they defined:
Step 1: First, we group nearby voxels based on region growing
method proposed by Muelder [2] and track their position within
time steps as shown in Figure 2.
Step 2: Then, we define the bounding box for each group and
do collision detection with sampling line. As shown in Figure 3,
those group have overlap with sampling line mark as white color
and others mark as gray color.
Step 3: The bounding boxes (Box) in time step t and t + 1 are
fetched and computed their offset and scale factor S. We then define
eq. 2 to compute new position pnew along sampling line. As shown

(a) Step 2

(b) Step 3
Figure 3: In step 2 and 3, a user define a bounding box and unfold one of the spiral rainband of the hurricane. (Left) Tope-view of
hurricane. (Right) Side-view of the unfolded spiral reanband.

in Figure 3 is bounding box of two nearby time steps.

pnew =

S × (pold − Boxmid (t)) + 2 × Boxmid(t+1) , if p ∈ Box
pold + Boxmid (t + 1) − Boxmid (t), otherwise
(2)

where
S=(

width(Boxt+1 ) height(Boxt+1 )
,
)
width(Boxt )
height(Boxt )

(3)

As shown in Figure 4, a user unfolds hurricane rainband structure
among 9 of the total 48 time steps of hurricane simulation data. The
hurricane structure such as hurricane eye can be observed from the
unfolded images. The hurricane eye slowly formed at first and the
surrounding spiral rainbands tend to grow thicker over sea. The
rainbands gradually vanished when the hurricane touched the land
and its height became shortened.
3 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a curved cross section based on B-spline
to overcome cross section limitation. This method is suited to unfold volume data according to its internal structure and let user restore panoramic radiography and unfold volume data with weighted
average and first hit composition respectively. In addition, we
achieved real-time interactive unfolding volume data by GPU parallel computing. A case study of time-varying hurricane simulation
volume data was conducted to illustrate the formation of a hurricane. One limitation of the proposed system is that a user has
to fine-tune the sampling B-spline to avoid serious distortion and
aliasing in ray casting. In addition, the proposed method in this
paper performs only the horizontal unfolding along z-axis.
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Figure 4: (Left) The user define the B-spline to unfold one of the hurricane spiral rainbands. Blue dots indicate the sampling view points.
The green arrows indicate the sampling viewing directions. (Right)
Side-view of the unfolded hurricane spiral rannband.

